July 2022

Dear Optum 2022 Current Procedural Coding Customer:
The American Medical Association (AMA) has issued the following updates. Additional information on
these codes can be found at https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/cpt.
Included below are the changes that can be marked in your book. Our customer service team is available
to answer any questions at 1.800.464.3649, option 1.
Thank you for your patience and support of our ongoing efforts to deliver high-quality products. We
value you as an Optum customer.
Sincerely,
Optum
www.optumcoding.com

The following change is effective June 7, 2022:
New codes:
0083A Immunization administration by intramuscular injection of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (coronavirus disease [COVID-19]) vaccine, mRNA-LNP, spike protein,
preservative free, 3 mcg/0.2 mL dosage, diluent reconstituted, tris-sucrose formulation; third
dose
The following changes are effective July 1, 2022:
New codes:
0323U Infectious agent detection by nucleic acid (DNA and RNA), central nervous system pathogen,
metagenomic next-generation sequencing, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), identification of pathogenic
bacteria, viruses, parasites, or fungi
0324U Oncology (ovarian), spheroid cell culture, 4-drug panel (carboplatin, doxorubicin, gemcitabine,
paclitaxel), tumor chemotherapy response prediction for each drug
0325U Oncology (ovarian), spheroid cell culture, poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors
(niraparib, olaparib, rucaparib, velparib), tumor response prediction for each drug
0326U Targeted genomic sequence analysis panel, solid organ neoplasm, cell-free circulating DNA
analysis of 83 or more genes, interrogation for sequence variants, gene copy number
amplifications, gene rearrangements, microsatellite instability and tumor mutational burden
0327U Fetal aneuploidy (trisomy 13, 18, and 21), DNA sequence analysis of selected regions using
maternal plasma, algorithm reported as a risk score for each trisomy, includes sex reporting, if
performed

0328U Drug assay, definitive, 120 or more drugs and metabolites, urine, quantitative liquid
chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), includes specimen validity and
algorithmic analysis describing drug or metabolite and presence or absence of risks for a
significant patient-adverse event, per date of service
0329U Oncology (neoplasia), exome and transcriptome sequence analysis for sequence variants, gene
copy number amplifications and deletions, gene rearrangements, microsatellite instability and
tumor mutational burden utilizing DNA and RNA from tumor with DNA from normal blood or
saliva for subtraction, report of clinically significant mutation(s) with therapy associations
0330U Infectious agent detection by nucleic acid (DNA or RNA), vaginal pathogen panel, identification
of 27 organisms, amplified probe technique, vaginal swab
0331U Oncology (hematolymphoid neoplasia), optical genome mapping for copy number alterations
and gene rearrangements utilizing DNA from blood or bone marrow, report of clinically
significant alterations
0714T Transperineal laser ablation of benign prostatic hyperplasia, including imaging guidance
0715T Percutaneous transluminal coronary lithotripsy (List separately in addition to code for primary
procedure)
0716T Cardiac acoustic waveform recording with automated analysis and generation of coronary artery
disease risk score
0717T Autologous adipose-derived regenerative cell (ADRC) therapy for partial thickness rotator cuff
tear; adipose tissue harvesting, isolation and preparation of harvested cells, including incubation
with cell dissociation enzymes, filtration, washing and concentration of ADRCs
0718T Autologous adipose-derived regenerative cell (ADRC) therapy for partial thickness rotator cuff
tear; injection into supraspinatus tendon including ultrasound guidance, unilateral
0719T Posterior vertebral joint replacement, including bilateral facetectomy, laminectomy, and radical
discectomy, including imaging guidance, lumbar spine, single segment
0720T Percutaneous electrical nerve field stimulation, cranial nerves, without implantation
0721T Quantitative computed tomography (CT) tissue characterization, including interpretation and
report, obtained without concurrent CT examination of any structure contained in previously
acquired diagnostic imaging
0722T Quantitative computed tomography (CT) tissue characterization, including interpretation and
report, obtained with concurrent CT examination of any structure contained in the concurrently
acquired diagnostic imaging dataset (List separately in addition to code for primary procedure)
0723T Quantitative magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (QMRCP) including data
preparation and transmission, interpretation and report, obtained without diagnostic magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) examination of the same anatomy (eg, organ, gland, tissue, target
structure) during the same session
0724T Quantitative magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (QMRCP) including data
preparation and transmission, interpretation and report, obtained with diagnostic magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) examination of the same anatomy (eg, organ, gland, tissue, target
structure) (List separately in addition to code for primary procedure)
0725T Vestibular device implantation, unilateral
0726T Removal of implanted vestibular device, unilateral
0727T Removal and replacement of implanted vestibular device, unilateral
0728T Diagnostic analysis of vestibular implant, unilateral; with initial programming
0729T Diagnostic analysis of vestibular implant, unilateral; with subsequent programming
0730T Trabeculotomy by laser, including optical coherence tomography (OCT) guidance
0731T Augmentative AI-based facial phenotype analysis with report
0732T Immunotherapy administration with electroporation, intramuscular
0733T Remote body and limb kinematic measurement-based therapy ordered by a physician or other
qualified health care professional; supply and technical support, per 30 days
0734T Remote body and limb kinematic measurement-based therapy ordered by a physician or other
qualified health care professional; treatment management services by a physician or other
qualified health care professional, per calendar month
0735T Preparation of tumor cavity, with placement of a radiation therapy applicator for intraoperative
radiation therapy (IORT) concurrent with primary craniotomy (List separately in addition to code
for primary procedure)
0736T Colonic lavage, 35 or more liters of water, gravity-fed, with induced defecation, including
insertion of rectal catheter
0737T Xenograft implantation into the articular surface
Revised codes:
0016M Oncology (bladder), mRNA, microarray gene expression profiling of 219 genes, utilizing formalinfixed paraffin-embedded tissue, algorithm reported as molecular subtype (luminal, luminal
infiltrated, basal, basal claudin-low, neuroendocrine-like)
0229U BCAT1 (Branched chain amino acid transaminase 1) and IKZF1 (IKAROS family zinc finger 1) (eg,
colorectal cancer) promoter methylation analysis
0402T Collagen cross-linking of cornea, including removal of the corneal epithelium, when performed,
and intraoperative pachymetry, when performed
The following changes are effective July 6, 2022:
New codes:
0113A Immunization administration by intramuscular injection of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (coronavirus disease [COVID-19]) vaccine, mRNA-LNP, spike protein,
preservative free, 25 mcg/0.25 mL dosage; third dose

Revised codes:
0094A Immunization administration by intramuscular injection of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (coronavirus disease [COVID-19]) vaccine, mRNA-LNP, spike protein,
preservative free, 50 mcg/0.5 mL dosage; booster dose, when administered to individuals 18
years and over

